Digital Asia Hub and GSMA are jointly hosting a summit on **AI and Trust in APAC and China** at **MWC19 Shanghai**.

The event will be held in **Shanghai, China** at 2:00pm on **27th June, 2019**.

We invite you to be a speaker on panel ‘Framing AI for Digital Upstarts’.

MWC Shanghai is a three-day conference and exhibition bringing together over 200 AI business leaders, 65,000 attendees, and 550 companies from across different industries and perspectives to address business and technical concerns in the Intelligent Connectivity era and debate tough problems for today and tomorrow.

GSMA will cover the cost of your roundtrip airfare and accommodation for the duration of the conference. Suede Kam from GSMA copied on this email will help coordinate all the logistics.

A more detailed final agenda will be shared with you in the leadup to the event. We would be grateful if you can **rsvp by June 3**.

We hope that you can join us in Shanghai, your participation and insights will greatly elevate the discussion. If you have any questions or concerns please let me know.

Warm regards,
Dev Lewis,
Digital Asia Hub

About Digital Asia Hub

The Digital Asia Hub is an independent, non-profit Internet and society research think tank based in Hong Kong, led by an Executive Director, Management Board, and Steering Committee. Its funding is provided through individual, institutional and corporate donations.

Incubated by The Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University and a diverse group of academic, civil society, and private sector partners, the Hub provides a non-partisan, open, and collaborative platform for research, knowledge sharing and capacity building related to Internet and Society issues with a focus on digital Asia. The Hub also aims to strengthen effective multi-stakeholder discourse, with both local and regional activities, and will contribute to – and itself serve as a node of – a larger network of academic organizations: the Global Network of Internet & Society Centers (the “NoC”).

About GSMA

The GSMA represents the interests of mobile operators worldwide, uniting more than 750 operators with over 350 companies in the broader mobile ecosystem, including handset and device makers, software companies, equipment providers and internet companies, as well as organizations in adjacent industry sectors. The GSMA also produces the industry-leading MWC events held annually in Barcelona, Los Angeles and Shanghai, as well as the Mobile 360 Series of regional conferences.

For more information, please visit the GSMA corporate website at www.gsma.com.